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Day’s contents

How you can analyse your data

Exercises that help you improve your research design

How to interact with users

Self-organized IX design tool peer help session
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Repetition of week 4’s 
deliverables
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Tasks

1. Creation of an alternative UI for some part of your
prototype

2. Conduct a user evaluation to find out which UI is better
Real people (not from this class) who are representative of the
people that your use scenario talks about
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Deliverables on week 4

Friday’s presentation:
Demo of the two versions
What was your data collection method
Presentation of the data that helped you determine the winning
version

Annotated portfolio (3 slides):
1. Presentation of the difference in the two alternatives (screenshots

in the middle). Annotations describe what the difference was and 
why you focused on that difference.

2. Photo from one of your evaluations. Annotations tell how it was
organized, what data was collected and why. Remember to blur
the participant’s face if it shows in the photo.

3. Primary research data in the center. Annotations tell how you
decided, using that data, what was the winner. (This slide can be
the same as your last slide in your presentation).

Personal deliverable: 
As before
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Schedule for week 4

Weekend:
Start recruiting participants
Remember to mention that you
want to video record the session

Monday:
Create your design of alternative
UI

Tuesday:
Complete the preparations
Do the pilot study
Fix problems in your preparations

Wednesday & Thursday:
Do 2–3 evaluations with the users
that you recruited
Analyse the data
Prepare the Friday’s presentation
and deliverable

Friday: 
Present your findings in the
design crit
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How you can analyse your data
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Qualitative research:
Saturation of observations

Quantitative research:
Statistically significant 
differences

Volume of data

Number 
of 

findings

Point of saturation: When new data does 
not give you novel examples



Boxplot: typical way to visualize 
quantitative measurements
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Finding differences is not always easy
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Interface A Interface B Interface C



What can we learn from small datasets?

What does 1 observation tell?
ê

”There is at least one user who does like that”
ê

”There can be also other users who do the same”
ê

”Is this user behaviour important in our design?”
E.g., if this behaviour led to a critical error

ê
”If it is important, how do we take it into account in our

design?”
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How previous slide’s logic can be used

1 observation can prove, for example:

That there is a critical error in the design (= an error that must not
happen to any user)

That some users’s mental model about the system can differ from
your intended mental model

That there is something else that is interesting in the system’s use

In comparative evaluations:

If one user misunderstands Interface A, then it may mean that
Interface B is better
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Exercise on extremely small datasets

1. Gather your memories from
Friday’s exercise on ”what do you
want to measure”

2. Analyse can you apply previous
slide’s logic to it?

E.g., critical errors, undesired mental
models, other issues that may be
interesting
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What does 1 
observation tell?

ê
”There is at least one

user who does like
that”



Think aloud method

Origins in psychological research on problem-solving and 
creativity*
Encourage the users to talk aloud:

What they are trying to do
What they are thinking

Thinking aloud is not natural to many people
A demonstration by the moderator and a practice task are needed 
to give the user an idea on what is expected
Remember to remind the user politely (“Can you tell what you are 
now thinking?”)
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* E.g., Ericsson, K. A. (2006). Protocol analysis and expert thought: concurrent verbalizations of thinking during experts' 
performance on representatve task. In K. A. Ericsson, N. Charness, P. J. Feltovich, & R. R. Hoffman (Eds.), Cambridge 
Handbook of Expertise and Expert Performance, ch. 13 (pp. 223--242). Cambridge University Press. 



Exercises that help you improve
your research design
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Between-subjects and within-subjects designs
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J
Interface A

J
Interface B

Within-
subjects

All users evaluate all 
the design 
alternatives

J
Interface ABetween-

subjects
Each user evaluates 
only one design 
alternative

J
Interface B

(aka repeated 
measures)



Exercise: Do you need to interleave
scenario presentation and user action?
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Scenario
Act

Act Act

Interview

Act Act Act

Act

vs

Scenario
Interview

Scena
rio

Scena
rio

Interleaving:

No interleaving:



Exercise: Can you add repetition to your
study?
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Scenario
Act

Act Act

Interview

Act Act Act

Act

Act Act

Act Act Act

Act ActS

Task Same task again, 
maybe with different

details in the scenario



Improving the research design with
triangulation
Try always to use many methods to answer the same
question

Different methods complement each other’s weaknesses
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Method1 Method2
Method3

Research question



Example of triangulation
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Observation
Think-aloud

Post-study 
interview

Which of the two interfaces is 
more understandable?



Why triangulation is useful

Method1 Method2
Method3

RQ



Triangulation and redundancy

M1 M2 M3

RQ



Exercise: find ways to triangulate

1. Replace the RQ with your
group’s own RQ

2. Write down the methods
that you plan to use
Including your 3-4 interview
questions

3. Think how you could
triangulate your question
with multiple data gathering
methods

Observation
Think-aloud

Post-study 
interview

RQ:
Which of the two interfaces is 

more understandable?



How to interact with users
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Let the user do the tasks!

When it is the user’s turn to act:
Don’t help the user
Just sit, be relaxed

Offer help only when it is clear that user cannot get forward
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Making the user feel relaxed

Explain that you are not evaluating the user, but the UI
Express interest in what user does

Ask for clarifications: this way you both express interest and you 
don’t leave unexplained user behaviours in your data

Don’t:
Don’t sigh or yawn
Don’t express anxiety if user struggles
Don’t try to speed up the user if s/he is slow – Instead prepare the 
tasks so that some elements can be skipped without user noticing it

Do:
Create a simple first task
Present the tasks both verbally and printed on paper, one paper slip 
at a time (in order to allow skipping)
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Self-organized IX design tool peer
help session
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Procedure

1. Open your computers and open your design in it

2. I’ll present screenshots from every group’s interface

3. Check each interface: did you see something
interesting on Friday in them?

4. Don’t disappear from this room

5. Go talk to those groups that had done clever things
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Group project slides

Not shown in this online version
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